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THE ROLE OF NORMALITY IN THE
METRIZATION OF MOORE SPACES

H.H. HUNG

Abstract. We take away the property of normality from
Bing’s collectionwise normality in his celebrated theorem on
the metrization of Moore Spaces, and we weaken the no-
tion of normality itself in the equally celebrated theorem of
F.B. Jones for the separable case under the assumption of
Lusin’s. Normality conjectured to be sufficient, if not indis-
pensible, for the metrization of Moore spaces, its role in the
theory is hereby questioned. Traylor’s theorem that sepa-
rable metacompact Moore spaces are metrizable is also im-
proved on. There are also two generalizations of Bing’s gen-
eral metrization theorem.

It has been conjectured that if a Moore space fails to be metriz-
able, it cannot be normal, an opinion no doubt encouraged by
the near-conclusive result for the separable case: Normal separa-
ble Moore spaces are metrizable, if 2ω < 2ω1 (Theorem 5 of [10]).
Strengthening the property of normality to that of collectionwise
normality in the conjecture, Bing [1] was able to give an affirmative
result, arguably (see e.g. §3 of [13]) the most important theorem
on the subject. Taking the property of normality itself out of that
of collectionwise normality, I was able in [5] to generalize Bing.
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In this paper, we pursue the idea in [5] to a logical conclusion and
have a property, much weaker than collectionwise normality and
its generalization in [5], implying by itself no separation axioms
of any kind, but sufficient, by itself, nonetheless, to make metriz-
able spaces of Moore spaces (Theorem 2.1). In the near-conclusive
case cited above, where normality alone makes metrizable spaces
of separable Moore spaces (2ω < 2ω1), not all of normality is indis-
pensible, and we dispose of a good part of it without compromising
the conclusion (Cor. 2.3). Thus, the centrality of normality in the
metrization of Moore spaces becomes questionable.

Indeed, there has always been the conclusive theorem of Traylor
[14] that offers metacompactness instead of normality, as the prop-
erty that makes separable Moore spaces metrizable. Here too, we
have an improvement (Cor. 2.3).

There are also two metrization theorems, qualitatively different
from earlier ones in [4] and [7]. The first (Theorem 3.1) follows from
our general result on the metrization of Moore spaces in §2 and the
second (Theorem 3.3) is included here because of some aspects it
shares with the first and the fact that it makes use of the notion
of symmetric neighbourhoods, one that is of considerable current
interest to Nagata [12]. And, it was this second theorem that led
me into the research that produced the other results.

Notations, Terminology and Preliminaries

1. A Moore space is a T3 developable space. On an ω1-compact
space, every uncountable subset has a limit point.

We recall a characterization of developable spaces.

Theorem 0.1 (Theorem 1 of [5]). A topological space X is devel-
opable if there is a σ-discrete family C =

⋃
n∈N Cn of closed sets,

each member C of which is contained in a neighbourhood UC such
that if U is a neighbourhood of ξ ∈ X, there is such a Γ ∈ C that
ξ ∈ Γ ⊂ UΓ ⊂ U . (And conversely.)

2. A topological space X is collectionwise normal if, given a discrete
family C of closed subsets and, for every C ∈ C, given a neighbour-
hood UC , disjoint from C ′ ∈ C when C ′ 6= C, there is such a family
V ≡ {VC : C ∈ C} of neighbourhoods of members of C that

• i) VC ⊂ UC for every C ∈ C, and
• ii) {VC : C ∈ C} is discrete.
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3. We recall a characterization of the property of collectionwise
normality.

Theorem 0.2. (Theorem 1 of [6], Lemma 2.5 of [15]). A topologi-
cal space X is collectionwise normal if, and only if, given a discrete
family C of closed subsets and, for every C ∈ C, given a neighbour-
hood UC , disjoint from C ′ ∈ C when C ′ 6= C, there is, for every
n ∈ N, such a family Vn ≡ {VC,n : C ∈ C} of open subsets that

• i) C ⊂
⋃
{VC,n : n ∈ N} ⊂ UC for every C ∈ C, and

• ii) for every n ∈ N, Vn is cushioned in {UC : C ∈ C}, i.e.,
for every B ⊂ C, Cl

⋃
{VC,n : C ∈ B} ⊂

⋃
{UC : C ∈ B}.

4. We recall a result on the metrization of Moore Spaces.

Theorem 0.3 (Theorem 4 of [5]). A Moore space is metrizable if
(and only if) on it (∗) the union of any discrete family of closed
sets can be covered by a σ-discrete family of open sets so that every
member of the latter family intersects exactly one member of the
former family.

5. We recall a general metrization theorem.

Theorem 0.4 (Theorem 5 of [8], Theorem 3.3 of [9]). A regular
T0-space X is metrizable if (and only if) there is a neighbourhood
g(n, x) of x for every x ∈ X and every n ∈ N such that

• i) (ss) for every ξ ∈ X and an open neighbourhood U , there
is an n ∈ N such that ξ /∈ g(n, x) when x /∈ U , and

• ii) for each n ∈ N, there is some closure preserving partition
Pn of X such that x ∈ P ∈ Pn ⇒ ClP ⊂ g(n, x).

1. The De-normalization of Collectionwise Normality
and the Weakening of Normality

We generalize collectionwise normality, taking the normality part
out of it, and define a property designated (†), for want of a better
name.

Definition 1.1. A topological space X is said to have property
(†) if, given a(n uncountable) discrete family C of closed subsets
and, for every C ∈ C, given a neighbourhood UC , disjoint from
C ′ ∈ C when C ′ 6= C, there is, for every n ∈ N, such a family
Vn ≡ {VC,n : C ∈ C} of open subsets that

• i) C ⊂
⋃
{VC,n : n ∈ N} ⊂ UC for every C ∈ C, and
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• ii) for every n ∈ N, Vn is cushioned in {ClUC : C ∈ C}, i.e.,
for every B ⊂ C, Cl

⋃
{VC,n : C ∈ B} ⊂

⋃
{ClUC : C ∈ B}.

Remarks. 1. If, in ii), we require that Vn be cushioned in
{UC : C ∈ C} as opposed to {ClUC : C ∈ C}, we would have
collectionwise normality again (see Theorem 0.2). The difference
apparently small, nonetheless, we see, for one thing, if | C |= 2, (†)
is trivial while the condition in Theorem 0.2 is certainly not.
2. For ω1-compact X , C is at most countable and (†) is trivially
satisfied.
3. The property (†), unlike collectionwise normality, does not imply
normality. It does not imply any of the separation axioms (let alone
the property of being collectionwise Hausdorff) and it does not
imply the property (∗) in Theorem 0.3 as the following examples
show.

Example 1.1. Let X = {0} ∪ Ξ, where Ξ is an arbitrary set. Let
{{ξ, 0} : ξ ∈ Ξ} ∪ {{0}} be a base for a topology T . (X, T ) is not
normal or T1. It does not have property (∗), if Ξ is uncountable.
But it does have property (†).
Example 1.2. The Tychonoff Plank, (ω1 + 1)× (ω + 1)\{(ω1, ω)},
Tychonoff and not normal, has property (†).

We also have the following generalization of collectionwise nor-
mality, designated (]) for want of a better name.

Definition 1.2. A topological space X is said to have property (])
if, given a(n uncountable) closed discrete subset Z ⊂ X , there is
an open neighbourhood Vz for every z ∈ Z such that

• i) Vz ∩ Z = {z}, and
• ii) V ≡ {Vz : z ∈ Z} is point-countable.

Theorem 1.1. Separable spaces X are ω1-compact, if they have
property (]).
Proof. Let Y be a countable dense subset of X . Suppose X is
not ω1-compact. Suppose there is an uncountable closed discrete
subset Z ⊂ X . Let there be a Vz for every z ∈ Z as described in
Definition 1.2 above. For each y ∈ Y , the subset {z ∈ Z : y ∈ Vz}
and therefore the subset W ≡

⋃
{{z ∈ Z : y ∈ Vz} : y ∈ Y } is

countable. But then, for every z ∈ Z, Vz ∩ Y 6= ∅, and W = Z and
Z is countable after all. X is therefore ω1-compact. �
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Remarks. Notice there is no mention at all in the proof that X is
a Moore Space.

Corollary 1.2. On separable spaces, (]) ⇒ (†).
We can have a weakening of the property of normality as follows.

Definition 1.3. A topological space X is said to have property
(‡) if given a closed subset A contained in an open neighbour-
hood UA, there is an open neighbourhood VA such that A ⊂ VA ⊂
Int ClVA ⊂ UA.
Example 1.3. The bull-nosed Tychonoff Plank. Every well-ordered
space can be extended to a transfinite line (Problem L of Chapter
5 of Kelley [11]). Let the edges ω1 × {ω} and {ω1} × ω of the
Tychonoff Plank (of Example 1.2 above) be so extended. It is not
difficult to see that the resulting space, Tychonoff and not normal,
has properties (‡) and (†). The Tychonoff Plank does not have (‡).

Theorem 1.3 Separable spaces X are ω1-compact, if they have
property (‡), provided 2ω < 2ω1 .
Proof. Let Y be a countable dense subset of X . Suppose X is
not ω1-compact. Suppose there is an uncountable closed discrete
subset Z ⊂ X . For every A ⊂ Z, we let UA = X\(Z\A) and there
is VA as described in Definition 1.3. Clearly, if B ⊂ Z, B 6= A and
if x ∈ (B\A), then x /∈ Int ClVA, and (VB\ClVA) ∩ Y 6= ∅, i.e.,
VA | Y 6= VB | Y . ∴ | 2Z |≤| 2Y |= 2ω, and | Z |< ω1. �

Corollary 1.4. On separable spaces, (‡) ⇒ (†), if 2ω < 2ω1.

Theorem 1.5 A topological space X is collectionwise normal if
(and only if) it is normal and has property (†).
Proof. We are going to prove that X satisfies the condition in
Theorem 0.2. Given C and UC for every C ∈ C as described
there, we have, by normality, an open WC such that C ⊂ WC ⊂
ClWC ⊂ UC for every C ∈ C. With respect to these WC ’s, prop-
erty (†) asserts the existence, for every n ∈ N, of Vn cushioned in
{ClWC : C ∈ C} and ∴ in {UC : C ∈ C}. �

Remarks: Our theorem breaks up the notion of collectionwise
normality into two complementary parts, neither implying the other
(See Examples 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 above as well as Example G of Bing
[1], and the George of Fleissner [3]). If one, by itself, has the ability
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to turn Moore Spaces into metrizable spaces, it would be quite
remarkable that the other one also does.

2. Metrization of Moore Spaces

Theorem 2.1. Moore Spaces X are metrizable if (and only if)
they have property (†).
Proof. We apply (†) to every Cn and UC for C ∈ Cn described in
Theorem 0.1 and there is Vn as described in Definition 1.1. Clearly,
we have a σ-cushioned pair-base [2] in

{{(VC,i, ClUC) : C ∈ Cn} : i ∈ N, n ∈ N}

and X is M3 [2], or stratifiable, and therefore paracompact and
metrizable. �

Remarks: For the purpose of this theorem, because of the first
countability of our spaces, the property (†) could be weakened so
that ii) in Definition 1.1 asks only that Vn be countably cushioned
in {ClUC : C ∈ C}, i.e., for every countable B ⊂ C,

Cl
⋃

{VC,n : C ∈ B} ⊂
⋃

{ClUC : C ∈ B}.

Indeed, we could have, instead of property (†), the following:
Given a(n uncountable) discrete family C of closed subsets and,

for every C ∈ C, given a neighbourhood UC , disjoint from C ′ ∈ C
when C ′ 6= C, there is, for every x ∈

⋃
C, an open neighbourhood

Ux, and, for every C ∈ C, a partition {Cn : n ∈ N} in such a manner
that

Cl
⋃

{Uxi : i ∈ N} ⊂
⋃

{ClUCi : i ∈ N}

whenever xi ∈ Cn
i ⊂ Ci ∈ C, for some n ∈ N,

and still have the same conclusion.

With our characterization of developable spaces in Theorem 0.1,
the following is obvious.

Theorem 2.2. ω1-compact Moore Spaces are second countable and
therefore metrizable.

In view of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3, we have,

Corollary 2.3. Separable Moore Spaces are metrizable if they have
property (]) or, provided 2ω < 2ω1, if they have property (‡).
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Remarks. 1. Note in the above (Theorems 1.1 and 1.3) how (])
compels separable spaces to ω1-compactness, as (‡) (with the as-
sumption of Lusin’s) does, trivializing (†), on the way to metrizabil-
ity, if the separable spaces are Moore. For general (non-separable)
spaces, on the other hand, the hurdle on the road to metrizabil-
ity requires the full force of (†). To be encouraged on the Normal
Moore Space Conjecture by the near success on the part of nor-
mality (or (‡)) in the separable case is thus, in my opinion, to have
been misled. This of course is not an opinion on the Conjecture
itself, but merely a comment on the irrelevance of the near success
in the special case to the prospect of success in the general one.

2. While the Conjecture cannot be proved within the usual set
theorey, a counterexample has yet to be constructed after almost
seventy years. However, in contrast, we can offer an example of a
non-metrizable Moore Space that has property (‡), bespeaking the
difference between normality on the one hand and (‡) on the other.

Example 2.1 The hirsute Niemytzki Space. Let X be the set of
points above the line {(x,−1) : x ∈ R} on the Euclidean plane. To
describe the topology T , we write B((x, y), δ) for the usual open
ball of radius δ centred at the point (x, y) on the Euclidean plane.
For every x ∈ R and every n ∈ N, let

Un(x, 0) ≡ B((x,
1
n

),
1
n

)∪ {(x, ξ) :
−1
n

< ξ ≤ 0}

be an open neighbourhood of the point (x, 0) and let

Un(x, y) ≡ {(x, ξ) :| ξ − y |< 1
n

min{| −1 − y |, | 0 − y |}}

be an open neighbourhood of the point (x, y), when −1 < y < 0.
Let {Un(x, y) : n ∈ N} be a local base at (x, y) when −1 < y ≤ 0
and x ∈ R. When 0 < y, let the point (x, y) have {B((x, y) :ξ) :0<
ξ<y} as a local base.

Clearly, the (Moore) Space (X, T ) has property (‡) and is
Tychonoff even though it is still not normal.
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3. General Metrization Theorems

Theorem 3.1. A T3-space X is metrizable if there is such a σ-
discrete family C =

⋃
n∈N Cn of closed sets, for each C of which

there is an open VC and a UC such that

• i) C ⊂ VC ⊂ UC ,
• ii) {VC : C ∈ Cn} is cushioned in {UC : C ∈ Cn}, for every

n ∈ N, and
• iii) given an open neighbourhood U of a point ξ ∈ X, there

is such a Γ ∈ C that ξ ∈ Γ ⊂ VΓ ⊂ UΓ ⊂ U .

Corollary 3.2. A T3-space X is metrizable if there is such a
σ- discrete family C =

⋃
n∈N Cn of closed sets, for each C of which

there is an open VC such that

• i) C ⊂ VC,
• ii) {VC : C ∈ Cn} is closure-preserving, for every n ∈ N,

and
• iii) given an open neighbourhood U of a point ξ ∈ X, there

is such a Γ ∈ C that ξ ∈ Γ ⊂ VΓ ⊂ U .

Given a topological space X . If for every point x ∈ X , we assign
a neighbourhood U(x) to it, we have U ≡ {U(x) : x ∈ X}, an as-
signment of neighbourhoods. We emphasize that those neighbour-
hoods need not be open neighbourhoods. If y ∈ U(x) ⇔ x ∈ U(y)
for all x, y ∈ X , we say the assignment is symmetric. If
{T (U) ≡ {x ∈ X : U(x) = U} : U ∈ U} is closure-preserving, we
say the assignment is tufted, and speak of the collection
{T (U) : U ∈ U} as the tufting.

Theorem 3.3. A regular T0-space X is metrizable if, and only if,
there is, for every n ∈ N, an assignment Un ≡ {Un(x) : x ∈ X} of
neighbourhoods, symmetric and tufted, such that given ξ ∈ X and
any neighbourhood U there is such a ν ∈ N that Uν(ξ) ⊂ U .

Proof. The sufficiency of our condition is obvious, if we note that
the symmetry of Un implies that ClT (U) ⊂ U for every U ∈ Un

and Theorem 0.4 can be invoked. To show the necessity of our
condition on the other hand, we note that for every n ∈ N, there is
always a locally finite partition Pn of the metrizable space X , the
diameter of every member of which is < 1

n . For every x ∈ P ∈ Pn,
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we can let U ′
n(x) ≡

⋃
{B(y, 1

n) : y ∈ P} and Un(x) ≡
⋃
{Q ∈ Pn :

Q ∩ U ′
n(x) 6= ∅}. �

Remarks. Given a σ-discrete open base
⋃
{Un : n ∈ N}. If, for

each m, n ∈ N, we let U ′ ≡ Cl
⋃
{V ∈ Un : ClV ⊂ U} for every U ∈

Um, 1) we can let Vmn ≡ {U ′ : U ∈ Um}, and define a symmetric
and tufted assignment of neighbourhoods on X as follows.

Um,n(x) = U, if x ∈ U ′ for some U ∈ Um,

Um,n(x) = X\
⋃

Vmn, if x /∈
⋃

Um, and

Um,n(x) = X\
⋃

(Vmn\{U ′}), if x ∈ U\U ′ for some U ∈ Um.

2) We can also let Cm,n ≡ {U ′ : U ∈ Um} and VC ≡ U if C =
U ′ ∈ Cm,n, and have the σ-discrete family C =

⋃
m,n∈N Cm,n of the

description in Cor. 3.2. Bing’s metrization theorem is therefore a
corollary to both Theorems 3.1 and 3.3.
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